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APPENDIX  A 

BIRLA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE 

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Investigator: Miss Divya Dosaya, Doctoral Student, Dept. of HSS, BITS Pilani, 
Rajasthan 

In order to participate in this research study, it is necessary that you give your informed 
consent. By signing this informed consent statement, you are indicating that you 
understand the nature of the research study, your role in that research and that you agree 
to participate in the research.  

When filling out questionnaires or answering the questions asked, you may come across a 
question or answer choice that you find unpleasant, upsetting, or otherwise objectionable. 
You may also feel that you have performed poorly, but there are no right or wrong 
answers. We seek your honest responses to the questions. Your identity and responses 
will be kept strictly confidential and will be used for research purposes only. You will not 
reap any direct benefit from participating in the study, however, your participation will 
contribute to research.   

Please consider the following points before signing:  

 I understand that I am participating in psychological research  
 I understand that my identity will not be linked with my data and that all 

information I provide will remain confidential  
 I understand that participation in research is voluntary. If I decide now or at any 

point to withdraw this consent or stop participating, I am free to do so at no 
penalty to myself   

By voluntarily signing this form, I am stating that I am over 18 years of age and that I 
understand the above information and consent to participate in this study.  

Person to be contacted in case of any clarification/information:  

Divya Dosaya 

Research Investigator  

Ph no: 7229993613                                                            Signature of participant with 

date Email: divyadosaya@gmail.com 
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Ph no: 7229993613                                         
                        : divyadosaya@gmail.com                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
NAME / :-        ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. What class are you in/     ?                                --------------------------        

2. Please mention your Date of Birth /        -----------------
--------- 

3. Are you female or male/      ?                        ----------------------
---- 

4. School Name/    :-                                         ---------------------------- 

5. Did you attend kindergarten/pre-primary school :- 

        / -       :-                

(a) Yes   

(b)  No   

       6. Are you enrolled in any coaching/tuition class :-  

              /      : -       

(a) Yes   

(b)  No   
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I. MATHEMATICS /  : 

Level 1/  1: 
1. Ramesh found out that the exchange rate between US dollars (USD) and Indian 

rupees (INR) was:  

1 USD = 70 INR  

Ramesh changed 1100 US dollars into INR at this exchange rate. How much money 
in Indian rupees did Ramesh get? 

      (USD)    (INR)     : 

1 USD = 70 INR  

      1100          
                   ?  

Answer/  

2. If a bus is travelling at a speed of 50km/hr for 1.5 hrs, what will be the distance 
travelled by it?  

   1.5    50  /        ,    
     ? 

60km/ 60  

70  

75  

100      

                                                                                                                                                                                             
Level 2/  2: 
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1. The diagram below illustrates a staircase with 14 steps and a total height of 252 cm. 
What is the height of each of the 14 steps? 

    14   252          ,14 
       ? 

 

 Height/  : ....................................................cm/ . 

2.  Sum of $2000 is to be distributed among P, Q, R, and S in the ratio 2:3:5:6 
respectively. Wha  

 2000    , ,      2:3; 5:6     
       ? 

a) $500/ 500                          b) $600/ 600  

c) $625/ 625                          c) $650/650  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Level 3 /  3: 

1. A plastic box 1.5 m long, 1.25 m wide and 65 cm deep is to be made. It is open on 
the top. Ignoring the thickness of the box, determine the area of the sheet required 
to make the box.  

   1.5  , 1.25    65      
           ,      

     

Answer/ :-  /m  

2. Preeti deposits an amount of Rs 35000 in a bank, at 5% per year simple interest. 
What will be her     total amount after 4 years?  

    35000      ,    5%   
   4          
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.45000/ 45000  

 

 
Level 4/  4: 
1. During these 3 months, the exchange rate of USD and INR had changed from 70 to 

72 INR.  
Was it in Ramesh favour that the exchange rate now was 72 INR instead of 70  

INR, when he changed his USD back to Indian rupees (Yes or No)?   

 3    USD  INR    70  72 INR     

           70 INR   72 INR  ,  
  USD       ? (   ) 

 

Answer/ ... 

2. In a mixture of 60 litres, the ratio of milk and water 2 : 1. If this ratio is to be 1 : 2, 
then the quantity of water to be further added is:  

  60  ,        2: 1     1: 2  , 
          : 

 20  

 

 

 

 
 

Level 5/  5: 

1. A documentary was broadcast about earthquakes and how often earthquakes occur. 
It included a discussion about the predictability of earthquakes. A geologist stated: 

the next twenty years, the chance that an earthquake will occur in Zed City is two 
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            : "    , 

           "       
    ? 

1) 2/3 x 20 = 13.3, so between 13 and 14 years from now there will be an earthquake 
in Zed City.  

2/3 x 20 = 13.3 ,    13  14         

2) 2/3 is more than ½, so you can be sure there will be an earthquake in Zed City at 
some time during the next 20 years.  

2/3, 1/2   ,          20    
       

3) The likelihood that there will be an earthquake in Zed City at some time during 
the next 20 years is higher than the likelihood of no earthquake.  

    20          ,  
        

4) You cannot tell what will happen, because nobody can be sure when an 
earthquake will occur.  

         ,           
   

2. The diagram below shows the results of a Science test for two groups, labelled as 
Group A and Group B. The mean score for Group A is 62.0 and the mean for Group 
B is 64.5. Students pass this test when their score is 50 or above.  

    (GROUP)   (GROUP)         
                 

62.0        64.5           
 50       
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Looking at the diagram, the teacher claims that Group B did better than Group A in 
this test. The students in Gr  to 
convince the teacher that Group B may not necessarily have done better. What could 
be one of the reasons that group A students said this?  

   ,                
   A               

                    
     ? 

(a) A fewer students in Group A than in Group B passed the test.  
                  

(b) Less Group A students than Group B students scored 80 or over.  
               80       

(c) More students in Group A than in Group B passed the test.  
                 

(d) There was a major influence of outliers in group A.  
              

Answer/ . 

Level 6/  6: 

1 A carpenter has 32 meters of timber and wants to make a border around a garden bed. 
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. He is considering the following designs for the garden bed.  
    32               

            

 

  

made with 32 meters of timber.  

32       ,           
   " "  " "       

 

 

2
. 

A horse is tied on one point of a right-angled triangle of sides 3m, 4m, 5m. The rope 
is 7m long. There is grass everywhere except the triangle. What is the total area 
where the horse will be able to graze?  

                 3 , 4 , 5 
         7            

         ? 

a. 154 sq. m / 154    

b. 148 sq. m / 148   

c. 150 sq. m/ 150   
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d. 155 sq. m / 155   
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II. SCIENCE/  

 Level 1/  1: 

1
. 

Fishes have gills that help them breathe in water. Human beings have lungs that help 
them breathe in air. Fish the air and human beings, not in water. 
Choose the correct statement on the basis of the above.  

                    
                    

        

a. ones 
survive in water.  

                 
  

b. The organisms having gills onl rvive in air and ones with lungs can 
survive in water.  

                  
     

c. The organisms having lungs can survive in air and ones with gills can survive in 
water.  

                 

d. ones with gills can 
survive in water.  

                
    

2
. 

Tobacco smoke is inhaled into the lungs. Tar from the smoke is deposited in the lungs 
and this prevents the lungs from working properly. Which one of the following is a 
function of the lungs? 

                    
              ? 

a. To pump oxygenated blood to all parts of your body  
                     

b. To transfer some of the oxygen that you breathe to your blood  
                   ,       

c. To purify your blood by reducing the carbon dioxide content to zero. 
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d. To convert carbon dioxide molecules into oxygen molecules  
          

Level 2/  2: 

1. If animals or humans become sick with an infectious bacterial disease and then 
recover, the type of bacteria that caused the disease does not usually make them sick 
again. What is the reason for this? 

                
   ,          ,      
      ? 

a. The body has killed all bacteria that may cause the same kind of disease  
                     

 

b. The body has made antibodies that kill this type of bacteria before they multiply  
                    

c. The red blood cells kill all bacteria that may cause the same kind of disease.  
                     

    

d. The red blood cells capture and get rid of this type of bacteria from the body.  
                  

  

 

2. What kinds of diseases can people be vaccinated against?  
          ? 

a. Inherited diseases like hemophilia.  
           

b. Diseases that are caused by viruses, like polio.  
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             ,    

c. Diseases from the malfunctioning of the body, like diabetes.  
             ,   

d. Any sort of disease that has no cure.  
                 

                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

Level 3/  3: 

1. It is recommended that young children and old people, in particular, should be 
vaccinated against influenza (flu), because:  

              ,  ( )  
    , : 

a. These people have less resistance to getting sick or they have a weaker 
immune system.  

               
   

b. The young and old can fight off disease as easily as others.  

             

c. They are less likely to catch the flu  
       

d. If they get the flu the effects are worse in these people.  
          

 

2. How many of the following statements are correct?  
        ? 

Days and night are caused due to rotation  
        

 Seasons are caused due to rotation  
      

Days and nights are caused due to revolution  
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Earth spins from West to East  
        

 
        

a. one/  

b.  two/  

c. three/  

d.  four/                                                                                                                                        

 

Level 4/  4:  

1. Some people use nicotine patches to help them to give up smoking. The patches are 
put on the skin and release nicotine into the blood. This helps to relieve cravings and 
withdrawal symptoms when people have stopped smoking.  
To study the effectiveness of nicotine patches, a group of 100 smokers who want to 
give up smoking is chosen randomly. The group is to be studied for six months. The 
effectiveness of the nicotine patches is to be measured by finding out how many 
people in the group have not resumed smoking by the end of the study.  

Which one of the following is the best experimental design?   

                 
                  
            

        , 100      
     ,   (RANDOMLY)      
               
                  

      

         ? 

a. All the people in the group wear the patches.  
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b. All wear patches except one person who tries to give up smoking without them.  
   ,            

  

c. People choose whether or not they will use patches to help give up smoking.  
                ,   

  

d. Half are randomly chosen to use patches and the other half do not use them.  
          (RANDOMLY)    
           

2. Which of the following statements is correct?  
       ? 

a.  
              ,    

   

b. Sound needs a medium to propagate and light too.  
                   

c.  
                   

     

d. o propagate and light too  
                    

                                                                                   

 

 

Level 5/  5: 

1. The greenhouse effect:  

Living things need the energy to survive. The energy that sustains life on the Earth 
comes from the Sun, which radiates energy into space because it is so hot. A tiny 

protective blanket over the surface of our planet, preventing the variations in 
temperature that would exist in an airless world.  
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atmosphere. The Earth absorbs some of this energy, and some are reflected from the 
s surface. Part of this reflected energy is absorbed by the atmosphere.  

As a result of this, 
he same effect as 

a greenhouse, hence the term greenhouse effect.  

The greenhouse effect is said to have become more pronounced during the twentieth 
century.  

newspapers and periodicals, the increased carbon dioxide emission is often stated as 
the main source of the temperature rise in the twentieth century.  

 :   ? 

                 
    ,               

                 
      ,          

       

               
        ,         
             

               
             ,  

              
     

                
              

       

Q1. What are CFCs (just write the full form).  
    (   )___________________________________ 

Q2. Do they lead to the greenhouse effect (Yes or No)? _________________ 
        (   )?_______________ 
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Q3. Can Moon have the greenhouse effect like Earth (Yes or No)? 
______________________ 

           (   )?                                                       

 

Level 6/  6: 

1. Stickleback Behaviour:  

During breeding time, if the male stickleback sees a female, he will try to attract the 
female with courtship behavior that looks like a little dance. In an experiment, this 
courtship behavior is investigated.  

Here, three wax models on a piece of wire are used. One is red-colored; two are 
silver-colored with one having a flat belly and the other a round belly. The student 
counts the number of times (in a given amount of time) that the male stickleback 
reacts to each model by showing courtship behavior.  

The results of this experiment are shown below. 

 (     ) :  

    ,              
                

 ,         

,                  ; 
                    

             (  
    )      
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Three students each draw a conclusion based on the results of this experiment. Are 
their conclusions correct according to the information given in the graph? Circle 

 

                 
        ?     " "  " "   
 

 
Is this conclusion correct according to the 
information in the graph? 

         ? 

a. Yes/  

b. No/                                                                                     

The red colour causes courtship behaviour by the 
male stickleback.  

        
         

a. Yes/  

b. No/                                                                                     

A flat-bellied female stickleback causes most 
courtship behavior from a stickleback male. 
      ,   

  :     
            

a. Yes/  

b. No/                                                                                     

The male stickleback shows courtship behaviour 
more often to a round-bellied female than to a 
flat-bellied female. 
  ,      

          
       

a. Yes/  

b. No/                        
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APPENDIX  B 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

BIRLA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE 

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Investigator: Miss Divya Dosaya, Doctoral Student, Dept. Of HSS, BITS Pilani, 
Rajasthan 

In order to participate in this research study, it is necessary that you give your informed 
consent. By signing this informed consent statement, you are indicating that you 
understand the nature of the research study, your role in that research, and that you agree 
to participate in the research.  

When filling out questionnaires or answering the questions asked, you may come across a 
question or answer choice that you find unpleasant, upsetting or otherwise objectionable. 
You may also feel that you have performed poorly, but there are no right or wrong 
answers. We seek your honest responses to the questions. Your identity and responses 
will be kept strictly confidential and will be used for research purposes only. You will not 
reap any direct benefit from participating in the study, however, your participation will 
contribute to research.   

Please consider the following points before signing:  

 I understand that I am participating in psychological research  
 I understand that my identity will not be linked with my data and that all 

information I provide will remain confidential  
 I understand that participation in research is voluntary. If I decide now or at any 

point to withdraw this consent or stop participating, I am free to do so at no 
penalty to myself   

By voluntarily signing this form, I am stating that I am over 18 years of age and that I 
understand the above information and consent to participate in this study.  

Person to be contacted in case of any clarification/information:  

Divya Dosaya 

Research Investigator                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                   Signature of participant with date 

 Email: divyadosaya@gmail.com 

mailto:divyadosaya@gmail.com
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    18   /  

/  

 /         :- 

 

  
                     

: divyadosaya@gmail.com                                                         
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1. Name/ (optional/ ) :         

2. Gender/ :  Male /     Female /         Other /

3. Age / :  

6. Name of the school/ :

7. Job designation/ :                                            

8. Number of years of service / : 

9. Email id/ : 

10. Annual Income/ :

11. Highest Degree/ : Bachelors/     Masters/    

                                                          Others:_________________________
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APPENDIX-C 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Q1. Do you think the teaching profession enjoys the same status as other professions like 

doctors, lawyers, etc.? 

Q2. How often do you participate in professional development activities? Do your school 

and the authorities grant you the freedom, resources, and leaves needed to participate in 

them? 

Q3. Do you think that teachers having more experience and higher income are more 

professional? What do you think about the professional practice of young teachers? 

Q4. Do you think that the training programs equipped you well enough for actual 

teaching practice? What changes in the training curriculum do you think are needed to 

enhance the status of the profession? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


